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The book is written for students and researchers with
previous experience with R. It covers all the major data

sets in R, from data analysis to neural networks. It
contains practical examples, extra contents, test

questions and exercises. It is the ideal way to continue
your studies or to start using R for the first time. Section

one introduces RStudio and its features. The second
section contains the basic training in using R. In the third
section, the students will learn to use R to manage the
data of their own and others data sets. It has practical

examples, extra contents, test questions and exercises.
The book is the ideal way to continue their studies or to

start using R for the first time. Data Analysis with R [] R is
an open-source programming language that is popular

among statisticians and data scientists. Well be using the
software RStudio to write and run R code. There are two
ways to access RStudio for free. You can choose either of
the following options. 1. Download R and RStudio to your

own computer. If you choose this option, youll have to
download the following: Access RStudio Cloud online. Visit
and click Get started for free. Youll be asked to create an
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account, and once you do, youll be able to access RStudio
over the internet; no subscription required. And, if you
prefer, you can follow a full tutorial for R and RStudio

online. 2. Read more the panel of the altar that baltazar
castro designed for the church of the holy spirit. it was
made of golden and silver gilt metal, and it was cast in
several parts, which were united to form the whole by
welded seams. it was installed at the church in 1964.
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fellows, paye, alencar, niccio, castro, coelho,
silva, bandeira, lourival and basta. this is an

open-access article distributed under the
terms of the creative commons attribution

license (cc by). the use, distribution or
reproduction in other forums is permitted,

provided the original author(s) and the
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copyright owner(s) are credited and that the
original publication in this journal is cited, in

accordance with accepted academic practice.
no use, distribution or reproduction is

permitted which does not comply with these
terms. paulo de oliveira salomaia had an
important impact on the promotion of the

dgemn in the portuguese press. the first and
only photos published by him are in the diário

de notícias, from the early 1950s, when he
was one of the directors of the estado da

ndia, together with baltazar castro. from then
on, he also worked in the dgemn as a press

officer and photographer, and he
photographed all of the events that he was
attending, whatever the field or the theme.
he was also involved in the development of

the laboratory of photography, where he was
head of the photographic division. the first
portraits of the press secretary, luís caldas,

and of the director, alda do prado, were taken
by salomaia as well, in 1958 and 1959,

respectively, while working for the diário de
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notícias, in which these photos were
published. paulo de oliveira salomaia was

photographed by at least two photographers,
esteves de castro and naguesha pissurlencar:
one of the photos taken by salomaia in 1958

of esteves de castro was published in the
diário de notícias, where he was also

photographed. he also worked with naguesha
pissurlencar, photographing the dgemn and
other events in the mid-1960s. he was also
responsible for taking a photo of the sacra

ronda de reis magos in laguna goa, in 1966.
in december of 1968, he was also one of the
directors of the saime vereador dos goaques
do camino de santiago de campo de ourico,

organized by the seminar regime (art. 51.1 of
decree no. 337 of june 21, 1965). salomaia

later went to college at the municipal school
of the arts in brussels in 1968-69 (art. 71.
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